
 
 
PR: Preview Technorama Ulm on 22 - 23 April 2023 
 
 
Technorama Ulm - the hotspot for classic car and motorcycle fans! 

 

For the 43rd time, Technorama Ulm is the meeting point for all classic car and 

motorcycle fans. On April 22nd and 23rd, around 800 exhibitors and 20,000 visitors 

from near and far will meet in Ulm to discuss old cars and motorcycles and have a 

good time together. In the vintage vehicle scene, Ulm is one of the largest and best-

stocked parts markets in Europe! 

 

Technorama has a lot to offer in 10 halls and 20,000 m2 of outdoor space. The 

search for starters, engine parts, chrome strips, spark plugs and accessories as well 

as literature and miniature models becomes a sense of achievement for the 

mechanics and collectors. There are many specialists among the parts dealers, for 

example a specialist in sheet metal parts and an Italian carburetor specialist. Parts 

for pre-war vehicles are available as well as for motorsport vehicles, VW and Audi, 

which are rather rare. There is also a large selection of spare parts for motorcycles, 

mopeds and mopeds. An exhibitor has many Harley parts from a closed collection 

with him. 

 

Also interesting are the clubs, associations and IGs, which present their gems and 

offer interesting information for classic car fans, including tips for restoration and 

repair work. You can buy the treasures on two or four wheels at the collector's 

vehicle sale in the Donauhalle. The variety of classics on display is impressive and 

the prices reasonable. For example, a Renault Monaquattre, Bj. 1934 and Ford A 

Gummersbach, Bj. 1930 are offered for sale along with some youngtimers. 

 

Lovers of historical agricultural technology appreciate the traditional scene meeting 

point in Hall 7. Here, in addition to the usual range, there are tractor parts from a 



barn liquidation. In addition, tractors and Unimog exhibits delight visitors. As every 

year, the classic car meeting up to construction year 1965 and the tractor meeting 

will take place behind tractor hall 7. 

 

The opening times are on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday from 9 a.m. 

to 4 p.m. The day ticket costs 15 euros. 

 
 
 

You will find more information and impressions on www.technorama.de or facebook 

and instagram: 

Facebook: www.facebook.de/technorama.der.oldtimermarkt.in.europa 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/technorama_der.oldtimermarkt  

 
 
Organizer Technorama: 
Jens Güttinger e. K., Ulm 
Telefon 0731/ 189 68-0 
E-mail: info@technorama.de 
 
location: 
Ulm Messe 
Böfinger Straße 50  
89073 Ulm 
Germany 
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